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Single Fold

Ideal for greeting cards or 
corporate collateral. If using 
cover weight, score the 
paper to create a smooth 
folded edge.

4 Page

Letter Fold

6 Page
Gate Fold

A common fold for letters 
and brochures. The letter 
fold is creates a 
self-contained unit optimal 
for automated envelope 
inserters.

A typical style for invitations 
and brochures, this fold 
requires either hand-work or 
specialized equipment to 
complete the folds.

6 Page

Half + Letter Fold

This is the perfect fold for newsletters. 
If printed on an 11” x 17” sheet and 
folded this way, the newsletter will fit 
in a # 10 envelope and look great!

8 Page

Half + “Z” Fold

“Z” Fold

“Z” Fold Angle

Barrel Fold

Accordion Fold

Closed Gate Fold

Booklet Fold

16 - 32 Page

8 Page

8 Page

8 Page

Concertina Fold

6 Page

French Fold

Parallel Triple Fold

Endorsement Fold

8 Page

12 Page

12 Page

10 Page

8 Page

16 Page

Similar to the traditional gate fold, the 
closed gate creates 8 panels that are 
all roughly the same width. 

Ideal for leaflets and 
pamphlets, this alternating 
style fold has panels that can 
be the same size. 

Similar to the “Z” fold, this 4 - 5 
panel design makes a strong 
presentation. Each panel 
should be 1/32” longer than the 
preceding panel. Run it tail first 
so the cover till be the widest 
panel. 

Ideal for larger books and 
press sizes, this 16 and thirty 
two page right angle fold 
requires additional folding 
units to add more pages 
per signature.  

Perfect for a brochure, this fold “rolls 
up” to create a multi-panel piece. 
Make sure that each page is 
longer than the preceding page.

This uniquely trimmed “Z” fold 
makes for an interesting 
presentation. Trim two of the 
panels at an angle and then fold 
to create this look.

Often used for newsletters, this 
fold positions the masthead on the 
top of the front and the mailing 
panel right side up on the back.

The printed piece is finished 
(bindery, etc.) and then folded to 
a new size. This is perfect for 
inserts that are larger than the 
product it will be inserted into.

9

The “Z” fold is great for 
multi-page letters that are to 
be collated and hand inserted 
for mailing. The pages are 
nested together allowing 
them to open in sequence.

The right fold for poster inserts or 
leaflets, this fold allows the piece to 
start as the size of a booklet or 
brochure and expand to the final 
larger size.

Similar to the Half + Letter fold, this 
larger version is perfect for creating 
promotional booklets. 
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